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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Our project is about how deer and cattle react to various types of weather. We want to 

keep track of where the animals go.   This will help farmers and hunters find them a lot quicker. 

The reason this will be beneficial is because we are going to help farmers and ranchers locate 

their animals after bad weather and help hunters find their game animals at any time. We also 

want to learn to make a computer model that will have the deer and cattle go anywhere they 

would want to, such as if they wanted food or shelter.    We have found that when there is a 

thunderstorm or if it is windy the cattle would turn their head in the opposite way from where 

the storm is coming from, and the deer will seek shelter. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

We know that animals react to weather in different ways. Our team wants to make a 

model on how the deer and cattle move when the wind is blowing or if there was rain, or snow. 

We plan to keep the animals safe from the bad weather, or anything that could harm them. We 

would like to keep the deer and cattle because cattle are an important economic factor in 

Melrose and without the cattle, farmers would lose money. 

Our project will include several variables besides just the type of animal affected. These 

include: 

-Wind direction; 

-Wind speed. 



When the wind picks up to about 30- 35 miles per hour, we know the cattle will duck their 

heads and put their hind quarters towards where the wind is blowing from. The model will also 

show the low spots, flat lands, and tall grassy areas. This will help the deer and cattle because 

they can hide from the wind, also hide from predators, and can keep warm in the winter 

season.  

 

METHOD DESCRIPTION 

We chose NetLogo because we had resources to help our team learn how to use this 

program. While at the Kick-Off Conference at the beginning of the year we learned some basics 

of how to program with NetLogo. We are also getting help from the older Melrose students 

that have used this program in the past. For information about our project we get help from 

family members, teachers, and older kids who love to hunt and possibly live on a farm or ranch 

that should have experience with this type of research and information.  

We had a scientist help us at the Kick-Off Conference to come up with the size of the 

project and what variables our team should most probably use.  We decided on the land size of 

a large pasture (about 4 square miles), and to include the following variables: 

- The number of cattle; 

- The number of deer; 

- The amount of low spots and high spots; 

- The wind speed; 



- The wind direction; and 

- The amount of vegetation and cover. 

Our model represents a map of a pastor and has sliders to make the wind speed and 

direction change. The deer and cattle move around as they need. However, if the wind speed 

increases, they will react. The deer will run into the bushes and the trees. The deer will also run 

into the tall grass. The cattle will put their heads down and move away from the wind. Other 

actions that our agents take are that all animals avoid the fence lines, and cattle avoid thickets. 

 

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

We asked farmers and ranchers how the cattle would react during windy weather and 

we also asked hunters how they know how the deer would act in bad weather. We also have 

asked the farmers if they have a hard time keeping track of the cattle and if they told us that 

sometimes it gets difficult.  

We believe the data of the project we are developing will help them a whole lot better. 

We found that our model works closely with expected results based on what experts have told 

us.  

Our group has other variables to add to the project, we are confident that the project 

and the model looks the way we wanted it to be. With all the help we have been getting from 

the teachers, older students, farmers, ranchers, and hunters we believe with all the progress 

we have made it will help us in the future. 



 

RESULTS 

We made a computer data model to show what the deer and cattle do during the 

weather. The math and computer code show where the herds of the cattle and deer travel to. 

We also made sure the animals stay safe in the environment that they live in. We believe we 

now know more about animal characteristics and instincts because the research we have done 

has helped us more than we thought it would. 

We also found out more on how the animals act. We have seen the deer hide in the 

brush from their predators and it will help them keep warm in the cold weather. The deer also 

hide behind bushes and trees to either keep in the shade, or to stay away from rain or snow. 

The cattle will not hide in grass but their calves will. Although the cattle will hide in low spots to 

keep warm also and hide from any predators. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We learned many things in our first year of SuperComputing.  Some of these skills we 

have worked on include: how to work as a team, what the basics are of computer 

programming, how to present our reports, how to do a Power Point presentation, and writing 

technology reports.  

We also want to continue this project to have more information, results, and more 

sources. In the future we possibly will speak more about what we have done then from the 



previous information we have had. We are at the point to where our project is ready for 

additional variables that we want to add on the deer and livestock.  

 

 

SOFTWARE 

 For our project we used NetLogo as our programming language because when our 

group went to Socorro to see the scientist and learn how to use it our group thought it was easy 

to control. Also, we used it because there are online resources and our school has others that 

used this program before.  

 

 

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT 

We are making a program for hunters, farmers and ranchers to find their deer and cattle 

so than this way the animals do not go missing from a death loss or so the animals do not run 

away. This can also help the farmers, ranchers, and hunters keep track of the livestock on how 

they act, where they hide or what they feed off of. We also want to help the hunters, farmers, 

and ranchers to be able to locate the animals so they do not have problems. 
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SOURCES 

 The resources that we used: 

              - Book: www.nyantler-outdoors.com Publisher: 

-Website: www.davericheyoutdoors.wordpress.com 

-Website: www.biggamehunt.net 

-Website: www.cattlenetwork.com 

-Magazine: Grazing Management Benefits Cattle and Deer 
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